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Drink brother, and
leave your worries at
home
Watchman Tour and Pub Crawl

After a long day of negotiations delegates could
enjoy an evening with wonderful mild springweather
and beautiful lights in Münster‘s city center. The men
of the nightwatch guided groups of delegates around
their city, told stories of their duty – and sang a song
that should later become the night‘s slogan.
First, the nightwatch‘s men introduced the delegates
to their very own theories about the peace making progress in Münster, and why it took so long. One reason
is the fact the honourable envoys in the early years focused on things like “who has to walk how many steps
towards whom to greet him or her respectfully”, what of
course did not really help finding an agreement. And it
also seems that people who came here to try to come to
terms for peace seemed to like the city – why else should
they have stayed for so long?

While showing the most important sights in the inner
city centre, the man of the nightwatch told the delegates
about Münster in the 1th century. When religion wasn‘t
free as today, the baptism king Jan van Leiden and the
Prince Bishop strived with each other for control over
the city, wine was only for rich people and executions
were part of the everyday life. Luckily things have changed ever since so you can now walk through the city and
into the church without a leg of Jan van Leiden dropping
on your head...
But the man of the nightwatch did not only bring a
horn for warning of fire, his pike and a candle to light
the way – but also a really nice singing voice. And so he
chanted the traditional drinking song “trink, Brüderchen,
trink!” and also recited William Shakespeare‘s “Sigh no
more.” And at the end of the tour “twinkle twinkle little
star” to make all delegates able to participate – those who
only know the tune he asked to hum and those who only
know the lines to rap.
After this last musical session the delegates started
their pub crawl through Münster‘s bars, which (officially) ended at “Cavete” with free shots for everyone, who
drank a beer in each bar on the way. And apparently not
only some delegates took the historical drinking song
very serious...
So remember for today while listening to your fellow
delegates talking of last night: Everyone likes the truth
– but only covered in the clothes of a story. And for the
farewell party...Well, drink brother, and leave all your
worries at home!
By Lia Rodehorst
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN
Scholar: Juan David Villafrade

a lot of details are considered even in the formal sessions. For example the Legal Service is a great idea
which gives you the opportunity to substantiate your
arguments on a legal basis. Moreover you get a more
professional debate because you know what can be
done and what the competences of your committee are.
In short words, this is what makes MUIMUN unique:
the academical, organisational and financial aspects of
the scholarship programme.

Juan David Villafrade (20) is a third-year economic
student and participant in the MUIMUN Scholarship
programme. He is representing the United States of
American in the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL).
How was your week so far?
I loved it, I am very impressed by the idea of a scholarship and also in terms of organisation it is well structured, because every tiny little detail is planned with
precision. You don’t notice any organizational activities
and this is the way it should be at a MUN.

What do you want to become in the future?
I want to work in the financial system and at some
point I’d like to teach, because I think education is the
best way to create new opportunities for people. At the
same time this creates more opportunities for society
and I’d like to contribute to it.
What does the scholarship programme of MUIMUN
mean to you?
I am actually out of words. It is an amazing opportunity for people who cannot afford the travel costs, and
for the conference, it is a great platform to encourage
international diversity.

What is your first impression of Münster?
Münster is a very beautiful and organised city in
terms of public transportation, infrastructure and social
behaviour. I loved the traditional houses because for
me, they symbolize how the architecture and the spirit
of the city have stayed the same through centuries.

Do you think that there should be more scholars?
Of course, because MUIMUN itself is a life changing experience, and the more people have this opportunity the greater the positive effects.
I think it is a way to create an international atmosphere and to enrich all the debates with academical and
empirical knowledge that you experience in discussions
with people who actually face the issues.

What do you think is the biggest difference between
an international MUN, like MUIMUN and the ones
you already attended in Colombia?
In Colombia the delegates tend to be more explosive. Here at MUIMUN they search for solutions rather
than fighting about useless topics, which is a substantial
advantage in terms of efficiency.
Concerning the differences in terms of preparations,

What do you expect concerning the committee session
tomorrow?
I expect CEPAL to create a consensus between the
countries, and to come up with a draft resolution which
can effectively tackle the issue stated and contribute to
a more sustainable growth in Latin America and the Caribbean based on foreign investments.
By Patrick Gwinner
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Rhymes of Crimes

Created by our distinguished Chairs
Proud of where you’re from?
That’s fine – but save it for a better time,
like Global Village –Thursday Night,
in session though, it isn’t right.
Don’t say “I” instead of “we”,
or consequence there will be!
If your behavior lacks respect,
an awards you shall not expect!
Remember to speak English always,
even when you’re in the hallways!
Keep PCs and phones away,
in formal session, every day!
If you’ve nothing new to add,
maybe shut up for a tad!
Don’t chat in sessions, it’s too loud,
send notes instead and we’ll be proud!
We hope you did your research well,
if you’re faking – we can tell!
Don’t show off just ‘cause you can,

come up with a constructive plan!
Working papers are a group game,
if you bring them from home you’re really lame!
A way to improve diplomatic relations,
is kissing other delegations.
If you show delegates sexual affection,
remember to always wear protection! #muimunlove
If about your peers you care,
saucy gossip you must share! #GossipgirlMUIMUN

UN Women: Children are not to be married
The committee of UN Women is shining with
discussion. Two working papers are being worked
on, the EU-African blog introducing a „linkage
programme“, which aims to strengthen children‘s
rights.
They especially emphasise the cruciality of women‘s
and girls‘ rights. Heated debates are then carried out
on the topic of child marriage. Long discussions follow due to a lack of an official definition of the term
„girl“. The committee agrees on a working definition
of female children up to the age of 18 in order to facilitate possible solutions. However, first legal advise
needs to be sought, as UN Women is not entirely sure,
whether it is within their mandate to raise the legal age
for marriages to the age of 18. The issue of national sovereignty is faced: UN Women cannot impose religious
or general customs on nation states. Therefore the legal
age will be defined by national governments, and child
marriage unfortunately will remain a global issue.
Many unmoderated caucuses are used to discuss
gender equality and empowerment of women, taking
into consideration the convention on the elimination of
all forms of discrimination against women. Furthermore, delegates are looking to include all member states
in an initiative for global change regarding the attitude
towards women.
The session also has room for the topic of domestic
violence that not only causes physical injuries but also

undermines the social and emotional well-being of all
victims. Finally, the delegates wish to put an end to sexual violence against women and they are looking forward to the date when gender equality prevails.
UN Women‘s delegates are so passionate about their
impact that they even continue to work after official
suspension of the meeting, polishing up working papers
throughout the night to be able to pass a resolution on
today‘s final day of the conference.
By Jana Bömer, Jacky Westermann and
Nadine Schartz
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PoW: How can we achieve a balance of power?

While the territorial issues are settled after intense debates in the last days, many other questions remain open. In the fourth session, the envoys discuss
the role of the Holy Roman Empire and the rights
and law which should come in order with a peace
treaty.
But before the serious matters of this day are dealt
with, several envoys have to quote poems. They dared
to be too late in former sessions despite the importance
of the debates. Some culture will hopefully teach them
to be on time in the coming sessions.
One might think that the debates revolving around
territorial questions were heated but that certainly is

a misconception. They were peaceful and civilized in
comparison to the discussion on day four of the conference. The envoys have to decide on the issue of sovereignty in Europe and their discussion focuses on the
Holy Roman Empire (HRE). While the envoy of that
state is favouring a strong Emperor to lead a centralized
government, especially some of the protestant countries
prefer empowering the Imperial Diet to strengthen trade and safety.
This clash causes both sides to strongly offend each
other and in the beginning it seems as if the rational
voices of states like Venice and the Hanseatic League
are drowned by the turmoil. But apparently everyone is
aware of the relevance of a universal peace for security
and trade and thus, first concessions are made.
Finally, although the envoy of the HRE is silenced
by a mysterious intervention and is unable to vote, some
important decisions are made. The most substantial one
is a universal peace within the HRE to ensure cooperation and stability between the Emperor and each particular state. This aims for the prevention of minor clashes and civil wars in the future. In the next session, the
envoys will have to deal with religious matters, which
will certainly be the most complicated issue. And so, a
final treaty is in sight, but by far not guaranteed.
By Johannes Huland

SC: Crisis vs. ISIS

On day 4 the Security Council of MUIMUN is
still busy discussing the continuous threat of ISIS
and the destabilisation of North Africa. Driven by
the idea of finally passing a resolution nothing can
stop the eager delegates from discussing their favourite first committee topic not, even the crisis news
from the General Secretariat.
But in the end and after several demands by the
chairs the SC generously condescends itself to discuss
the crisis. According to the BBC four orthodox priests
were arrested in the Donbass region in Ukraine and accused of espionage for. Almost all delegates vote in favour when the delegate of China raises a motion for an

unmoderated caucus to debate the news. But the most
alarming information come from CCN who reports
that OSCE observers registered more than five cases
of mortar and artillery shelling at the demarcation line
in Eastern Ukraine. In the following debate, Ukraine
and Russia keep accusing each other, with Russia occasionally playing the Russian national anthem. Both
nations’ allies stand by their sides as expected. Nevertheless the member states are able to reach an agreement quickly. More or less elegantly ignoring the new
crisis information the SC gets back to its preferred topic: ISIS. After another coffee break and discussing several small details the Security Council members are
very proud to pass their very first resolution with only
one dissenting vote (Venezuela). With this resolution
the SC calls upon all nations to support instable countries with Libya in particular. The resolution moreover
encourages UN member states to engage in educational programs in countries facing Islamist propaganda.
Satisfied with this result there is only little energy left
to discuss the second topic New modes of warfare: international supervision and the use of modern military
developments. The more substantial discussion is thus
adjourned to the next day.
By Elisa Benker
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HRC: Witchcraft and a resolution
After exhausting struggles, the members of the
Human Rights Council finally pass a resolution on
extra-judicial killings and arbitrary executions in the
Middle East. The resolution is based on the working
paper of Russia and China, two of the “big five”.
Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia
sponsor this paper. Russia is “thrilled” about this,
believing that “the only viable resolution” is passed,
the delegate stating it is the only paper which was
“worked on in cooperation with the affected countries in the Middle East” taking advantage of the
knowledge of “Russian and Chinese experts.”
China is “very happy” about today‘s decision since
its “main goal was to show support and respect for the
Middle Eastern countries”, and the delegates succeeded in doing so as the resolution is also supported by
the respective countries. Other countries, such as the
United Kingdom, are “deeply disappointed” since the
resolution is “not supporting the cause and aim of the
Human Rights Council” in their eyes. The reason for
this is the United Kingdom’s belief that “the objectivity
of the panel cannot be assured” and “the panel cannot
bring improvement to the situation”. The delegate of
the USA takes it even further by saying that “this is
a bright day for Russia and China but a black day for
human rights.”
With this resolution a board of experts and representatives, which will be allowed to enter all judicial

institutions, will be created. Two third of the board
will be experts and representatives of the Arab League
or Gulf Cooperation Council. Fifty percent of the last
third of board members will be selected by China and
Russia, whilst the last sixth will be UN representatives.
The HRC hereby plans to prevent new extra-judicial
killings and arbitrary executions and hopes to clear all
past ones.
The new topic on HRC‘s agenda is focussing on
threats to freedom of expression and opinion. However, the last discussions of the day centre around the
existence of witchcraft.
By Lia Rodehorst

ICC: Structured work leading to a quick judgement
After just three days the judges are showing
good progress and a reasonable judgement is to be
expected.
The day again began with the hearing of witness accounts and the introduction of written evidence. This
time Klaus Sprüngli – the former Swiss ambassador to
Belair, who had played a vital role in extracting foreign
individuals from the conflict zone – was questioned.
Given the long interval of time since the events had taken place, this source was however only able to give a
limited amount of new information. Further evidence
followed, amongst others a radio interview which had
been conducted with the accused himself.
Both sides continued to convincingly argue their
case, whilst the judges began drafting their judgement.
Having decided that the objective elements of the
alleged offences existed – that there was an ethnical
group and that the accused was guilty (actus reus) of
indirect perpetration of the crimes (through conducting
several attacks), as well as of complicity (by inciting
violence amongst civilians) - the court moved on to discuss whether the accused showed intent (mens rea), as
well as special genocidal intent, which are other components necessary for a conviction for genocide.
Whilst drafting the final document, the judges supplied delegates with advice and appealed to their social
side, pleading that one should write ones’ written statements and judgements together, should enjoy Germany

and this beautiful city, and under no circumstances lock
him-/or herself into the room and work on something
alone! MUIMUN, MUN’s, the real UN…all are about
cooperation and caring – lets live up to that spirit!
In general, the ICC has proven to be a most professional and informative committee throughout the last
few days!
By Sem Wiegand
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HCR: How to act within a mandate

Saturday’s sessions are all about being productive: UNHCR’s chairs found some straightforward
words and called upon the delegates to narrow down
the working papers in order to make finding a consensus easier. They appreciate the constructive work
the committee has produced so far. However, they
kindly remind the delegates that sticking to the topic in the working papers is of utmost importance.
Hence, a lot of moderated caucuses are entertained,
the delegates have a lot to discuss. Even during the
coffee breaks the wording of the two working papers
is improved, formulations polished up.
This year’s addition to the conference, the legal

service, prompts the importance of paying attention to
each committee’s mandate. During the last few days,
UNHCR focussed on establishing safe zones for refugees. However, UNHCR would have no competencies
to do so. A group of delegates therefore introduces a
communiqué, which intends to call upon the Security
Council to create a refugee protection and no-fly zone,
and to empower UNHCR to prepare logistics and resources of such. A huge majority votes in favour, and
UNHCR passes the first legal document at MUIMUN
2016.
Afterwards, the committee returns to the working
papers. Both groups focus on practical solutions, the
Russian Federation explaining the importance of cooperating with governments and NGOs. Germany aims for
the same within the committee, hoping for merging the
working papers at some point. A main focus of working
paper 2 is the importance of financial matters. Poland
highlights that Syria cannot be turned into a playground
for experiments, Israel cares especially about countries
that already host refugees and the protection of their
national sovereignty. The supporters aim for “UNHCR
to be ready, to be able to deliver on time”.
The last day will reveal in how far the delegates will
cooperate and compromise in order to agree on concrete measures to tackle the crisis in Europe. Will they
find a broad, maybe a global approach?
By Jacky Westermann

ECOFIN: Green Climate Fund

Fossil fuels have long been polluting the planet’s
atmosphere, the development of the industrial sector
all across the globe contributing to worsening the situation. Most of the developed countries are now
switching towards more environment friendly alternatives of energy production and are also making
their industrial sector implement standards which
will further help reducing carbon emissions.
But for developing countries that is not the case,
they need funding in order to curb with this problem of
their industries polluting the air. That is the reason why

the Green Climate Fund, a fund within the framework
of the UNFCC is founded in order to assist developing
countries in the adaptation and mitigation of practices
to counter climate change.
So on the fourth day of MUIMUN, the ECOFIN
committee is discussing the Green Climate Fund which
is seen as an integral part to be discussed. The developing nations are pressing the industrial nations to not
just fund them but also give incentives to the developing countries for the sake of improving the planet’s
atmosphere. On this issue, a heated debate is being
witnessed not just between industrial and developing
countries but also between different developing countries. Several allegations are made, causing an intense
committee session.
Nevertheless, on its second last day, the committee
is discussing two of its working papers and then passing resolutions on Climate Finance – Mitigating Global Warming by Financing the Transition to Sustainable
Growth in Developing Countries. In this resolution, the
committee is recommending to establish an International Carbon Trading System, which intends – among
other things – to invest into renewable energies in order
to place them in the centre of the global energy supply
In the end of this session, the delegates of ECOFIN
show that reaching a final consensus is indeed possible.
By Fayeza Yahya
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CEPAL: A unanimous answer
What is be the most sustainable and efficient solution for the current problems of the South American cities and their environmental problems? The
delegates in the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean don’t hesitate to give
a clear and strong answer to this question in their
resolution.
The debates which took place in the last days have
been characterized by an efficient and pragmatic atmosphere. Despite the highly controversial topics touching
complicated and emotional issues like corruption and
political rights, the suggestions and ideas have always
contributed to a professional and thoughtful discussion.
Argentina’s statement in the beginning, underlining
the advantages of individual solutions as more adequate
and effective for the needs of each country, is not part
of the resolution now. This is because other delegations
like Chile pursue the dream of reaching a unanimous
resolution. Nevertheless, the two written draft resolutions lead to the question which one should be the basis
for a united answer to fight against the climate change. After weighing the pros and the cons, the delegates
come to the conclusion that the second resolution submitted by the USA and Costa Rica should be the basis
for amendments due to its impressing detailed ideas.
These ideas focus on several problems and present proposals on how the states could react to the current thre-

at in an economic, social and environment-protective
way. The ideas taken into account range from incentives and start-ups empowered by the state to improvements in the infrastructure or in the public transport
services with the aim of establishing an ecological and
efficient system.
To sum up, this year’s CEPAL committee manages
the extremely difficult task to create a concept all countries could agree upon. The final evaluation will heavily
depend on the fact whether it will be implemented by
all states and whether the measures lead to the desired
results.
By Patrick Gwinner

DISEC: Failure in unification
In a complex and variable, but not static or immutable process the delegations still struggle with
the definition of terrorism and experience it as a
chameleon with its ever changing colors.
At DISEC, success is within the delegates grasp. In
an extended but detailed debate lasting for days, the delegations achieve two working papers, which are handed
in by two opposed groups with great similarities except
in one point. The Western nations take a more reactive
attitude in contrast to African and Latin-American nations. “We have to know who the terrorist are to come
up with a feasible policy”, stresses Israel, as sponsor of
the Western working paper. In this way they handed in
a definition regarding the membership in organizations
and criminal acts targeting civilians, infrastructure or
cultural heritage with the intention to create fear. In addition to this definition the second group proposes to add
“ if single individual commits said act, then this cannot
be regarded as a terrorist activity”. This difference, the
precise formulation and in addition national interests
finally prevents the two groups to merge their working
papers, although both sides are willing to cooperate and
setting their resolution on the root causes.
In order to prohibit terrorism, the committee develops measures to tackle the extension of global threats.
Next to multilateral strategic operations the question is
how to prioritize international security whilst respecting national sovereignty and human rights.

“I am ashamed to stand here with two resolutions”,
states Japan presenting the results of the unmoderated
caucus before closing the debate to start with the voting
procedure on the two submitted resolutions. Up to now
the delegates experience the calculus of diplomacy and
finally pass the resolution of Venezuela, Cameroon and
China with their proactive view but do not mange to
reach unanimity. In this way the committee fails in the
diplomatic conduct, said Chair Killewald.
But their resolution could be the base of further debates in the UN to reach a common definition of terrorism.
By Lukas Splitthoff
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Today´s Schedule
09:00-1:00
1:00-01:0
01:0-0:0
0:00-0:00
10:00-0:00

Committee Session
Lunch
Committee Session
Closing Ceremony
Farewell Party

Evening: Farewell Party

By Lisa Neidl.

Dear friends, time has lapsed. It is fair to
say that we all look back on five exciting
days of debates, networking and socializing. Tonight at  pm MUIMUN 01 is
going to be closed. The official festivities
are going to be held at the Aula, Castle.
However, there is still some time for a
little bit of partying. An amazing week
like this deserves a legendary ending.
Please join us for our Farewell Party to celebrate new friendships and a great
week.
Doors open at 10pm at Conny Kramer,
Am Hawerkamp 1. Entry only if you
have liked our facebook page :)

Change today, Shape tomorrow
How´s the weather
I see the winter´s rain
come together
speak up an hear them sing
about our lives
bout our integrity
why we ﬁght?
of insecurity
We need a platform
to discuss the matter
this is our way to make
things better
change today
shape tomorrow
help to form a diﬀerent
order
Global warming

in this community
is just a warning
of things that might yet be
we use her up
but she´s our home you see
people get stuck
and migrate overseas
We need a platform ...
Digging down
paper tiger show your
fangs
digging down
put it to action and make
thinks change
digging down
in this land of ideas
We need a platform ...
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